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In present-day Scotland, not everyone is who they appear to be. Shifters have been hiding in plain sight for

generations. Then, the unthinkable comes along: a human fated mate who turns Derek's world upside down... Fall in

love with the Scottish Werebears while reading the first three novellas in the series; An Unexpected Affair, A

Dangerous Business and A Forbidden Love. Buy the boxset now and get almost 30% off the individual book prices!

Scottish Werebears: An Unexpected AffairScottish Werebears: An Unexpected Affair

When romance novelist, Clarice Adler, hides herself away in a secluded holiday cottage to finish a book, the last

thing she needs is another relationship. Imagine her surprise when she falls head over heels for the man who runs

the place. Derek McMillan knows Clarice is his mate, but he’s a bear shifter and she’s human and the two simply

don’t mix. They are literally worlds apart; can they find a way to come together?

Scottish Werebears: A Dangerous BusinessScottish Werebears: A Dangerous Business

As part of the Alliance, bear shifter Aidan McMillan is hunting the Sons of Domnall, a secret society of humans

sworn to destroy all shifters. Along comes Heidi Blackwood, his fated mate, and it suddenly becomes nearly

impossible to focus on the job. 

Scottish Werebears: A Forbidden LoveScottish Werebears: A Forbidden Love

Alison Campbell has been told that shifters are evil and the world would be a better place without them. In her efforts

to infiltrate the Alliance to gather intel for The Sons of Domnall, she comes across Jamie Abbott, bear shifter and

Alliance leader, who doesn’t seem so bad at all. In fact, he seems to be all her heart desires and the feeling is mutual.
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Where will her loyalties lie when it becomes time to pick a side once and for all?

This boxset contains the first three novellas in the steamy Scottish Werebears shifter romance series; each book

features a different alpha bear and his fated mate and includes plenty of sizzling action, irresistible attraction and a

happy ending for the couple, while the overarching plot of the series continues. Shifter fans love this series! One-

click now to find out what all the fuss is about.
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